
Songs 

To Suck oR not to suck? 

Ali “wiggling your cork” witheford 

Ellie “cant fit a whole jaffacake in my mouth” welbourn 

 

Wishing Well 

Tom “Rubber chicken!” vallely 

(choreo) Elspeth “so keep looking at each others . . . Eyes” rogers 

 

I Just Love Love 

Mo “Love? I dont know how tennis works” Weckbecker 

(choreO) Elspeth “So, you know the frogs from flushed away?” Rogers 

(choreO) Tom “oh god, not the figure of eight AGAIN!” Vallely 

 

The Two of us 

Em “I like to watch . . .” fawcett 

 

Hate vs love (Stupid Childish Love) 

Mo “Shakespearean diss track” weckbecker 

 

We tried . . . 

Ellie “accidentally stares at alis crotch” Welbourn 

 

Everything in summer has to end 

Aleks “so were scrapping the bursting?” Matkowska 

Fabian “low hanging sausages” Bourdeaux 

 

Midsummer love (final song) 

Fabian “I am innocent in this!” Bourdeaux 

Aleks “the sound is implied” Matkowska 

Ellie “the crocs stay on during sex” welbourn 



CREW 

Director - Elspeth “you have broken me” Rogers 

Assistant director - Tom "everyone‘s losing braincells today” Vallely 

Writer - Em “Enter Will and Rowan, pursued by an egg” Fawcett 

Script editor - David “I think We need 30% less pie” Street 

Musical Director - Ellie “I like a wet muffin” Welbourn 

Producer - David “We have no insurance” street 

Stage Manager - Fen “Mental bdsm” brunt 

Graphic Designer - Andrew “. . .” Raynes 

Marketing - Aleks “I‘m not associating myself with this” Matkowska 

Casting advisor - Amy “only top the bunny with consent” Hemsworth 

 

Cast 

The Friends 

Will - Alice "am I still tied up?" Yates 

Ray - Bibor "Its giving too much dude" Batki 

 

The SCIENCE-Witches 

Lisa - Aleks "Aw, I was looking forward to the fight!" Matkowska 

Milly - Anna "Emphasis on cursed" Wilson 

 

The Humans 

Anne - Ali "gaslight the hell out of me" Witheford 

Ben - Paul "I fuck girls and beyblades" Becsi 

Charlotte - Emily "Programme quotes are weird" Oldridge 

 

Gerome - Tom “No tomlette without breaking a few eds” Vallely 

Susanna - Ed “I wouldn't turn down some bacon at this point” Tansley 

Julia - Lydia “is that the wRench line?” hoggarth 

Romeo (Tim) - Ugur “the tree's a good kisser!” Ozcan 

 

 

 

The Faeries 

Rowan - Fabian “As Taylor swift once said, swish swish bish” Bourdeaux 

Nymphoides - Lily “I'm not doing a hand gesture” massey 

Valentine - Jake “definitely not that line” Caudwell 

Chrysanthemum - Andrew “whale boning” Kenyon-Roberts 

Juniper - Em “gotta finger that pipe” fawcett 

 

Coronet-Yew - Freddie “so true bestie” houlahan 

Spruce - Ekin “CHILDREN ! !” Pehlivan 

Rosehip - Fen “hope is devastating . . .” Brunt 

 

Blossom - Sebastian “that can be arranged . . .” Morson 

Riddle-giddle - Luke “the mystery test is up your arse !” tinworth 

Tree - Andrew “no respect for elder !” Kenyon-roberts 

Cursed tree - paul “I like to watch” Becsi 

 


